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1. INTRODUCTION 
According to Artin [2], the braid group B,(E) of the Euclidean plane on w 
strings may be defined algebraically as the subgroup of automorphisms of the 
free group on w generators x1 , xa ,..., x, , generated by 
where 
oi: xi 3 xi+1 ) -1 xi+1 + %+1%%+1 2 *r -+ xv r#i,ifl. (1) 
It was proven topologically by Artin 137, and group-theoretically by Magnus 
[13], that an abstract presentation for B,(E) is 
In recent years representations of B, were found by studying its effects 
on Riemann surfaces. For instance, Arnol’d [I] and Magnus [I 
action of B, on nondegenerate hyperelliptic curves. In 1891, A. 
[12, p* 231 bad defined a group A, (which is a quotient gro 
obtained by adding the single relation oloz ‘.. uw-10w-10W-2 ... or = I) a 
had set up a way of studying its effect as a finite permutation group on the 
topological Riernann surfaces of a particular genus and fixed number of 
branch points. One might hope to obtain finite simple groups from this 
so-called Hurwitz action for the following reason: In B,(P) the generators 
oi are all conjugate. The property of being generated by a set of conjugate 
elements is one possessed by all simple noncyclic groups, since we may 
choose as our set any conjugate class # 1. In fact, the following theorem is 
proven in this paper: 
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THEOREM. The Hurwitx action on the rami.ed 3-sheeted Riemann surfaces 
with degrees 2 at all the w ramz$ed places is the class of simple groups 
PSp(w - 2, 3); that is, the projective symplectic groups of dimensions w - 2 
over the Galois jield of three elements. 
In Section 2, topological Riemann surfaces are discussed, resulting in the 
description of the Hurwitz action. Background information on the braid 
group and symplectic geometry will also be given. In Section 3 the theorem 
is proven in the cases w = 4,6. In Section 4 the general theorem is proven, 
using known results about finite permutation groups of rank 3. 
The result of the theorem is closely related to the problem of determining 
whether the mapping class group of a two-dimensional orientable manifold 
of genus g is a quotient group of B,,+,(E2), for g > 2. Magnus and Peluso 
[14] found representations of B,,+,(E2) as subgroups of Sp(2g, 2) (the 
symplectic group of appropriate dimension over the integers, which is a 
quotient group of the mapping class group) which coincided with all of 
Sp(2g, Z) for g = 1,2, but which were proper for g > 2. Recently, more 
general results on the permutation action of Hurwitz have been studied by 
M. Fried 181. 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Using a well-known topological construction, A. Hurwitz [12, pp. 3-41 
showed that a topological Riemann surface of n sheets and w branch points 
PI 3 Pz T..‘Y Pw is uniquely determined by the following information: The 
branch points p, ,. .., p, ; Nonintersecting cuts mP, ,.. ., mp, on each sheet 
from a point m different from p, ,..., p, ; Permutations S, , S, ,..., S, on n 
symbols (one for each sheet) such that: (1) The S,‘s generate a transitive 
permutation group on the n symbols. (2) Sr ... S, = 1, the identity per- 
mutation (henceforth we will follow Coxeter et al. for group presentations 
and the writing of permutations from left to right; thus in the product 
S, ... S, , S, is applied first, etc.). 
The first condition assures the connectivity of the surface, while the second 
guarantees no change in the sheets if one encompasses the point m. Thus 
the permutations SC describes the connections of the sheets along the cut mP,. 
Two Riemann surfaces with the same branch points and number of sheets 
are called topologically equivalent if for every path not containing any of the 
branch points, the sheets undergo the same changes in both surfaces. One 
then finds (see [12], pp. 5-6) that if the cuts and branch points are fixed, two 
surfaces with respective permutations S, *.. S, and S,’ ..* S,’ are equivalent 
if and only if there exists a permutation T on the n symbols such that 
T&T- 1 ‘. = Si, z = l,..., W. 
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If we restrict our attention to those surfaces in which the degrees at the TO 
ramified places are all 2 (i.e., the Si’s are ail transpositions), the genus g, 
number of sheets n and number of branch points w of the surface are related 
by: (see [12], p. 17) 2g - 2 + 2% = w, so in particular w must be even. 
The monodromy group A,, defined by Wurwitz [12, pp. 23-24], is 
identical with the permuted braid group B,(S2) of the 2-sphere, as define 
by Fox and Neuwirth [7]. It was shown by Fade11 and Buskirk [a] that the 
latter can be presented abstractly as 
so that BW(S2) (and A,) is a proper quotient group of E&(P). 
After showing that a surface may be equally characterized topologically 
by a pair S, L. SW , where L is a simple loop joining the projected branch 
points, and Si are the permutations, Hurwitz proves [12, pp. 27-321, using 
a geometric argument, that A, acts as a permutation group on the surfaces of 
a fixed number of sheets 1z and branch points w as foollows: 
s, *f: s, --j SlfS2 .f-. S,‘, (4) 
where Sir = SiSi,lS;‘, Si+l = Si , S;.’ = Sj , j # i, i + 1. Hurwitz 
[12, p. 331 shows that this permutation action is transitive in the case that the 
permutations S$ are assumed to be all transpositions. In addition, he computes 
112, Sections 3-51 the number of such surfaces as a function of w for small 
values of PT. For IZ = 3 sheets, w branch points, w > 4, the number of such 
surfaces (henceforth all surfaces will be 3-sheeted, wbere the Si’s are a!l 
transpositions) is $(3”e2 - 1). For later purposes, we set up a bijection 
between these surfaces and the points in projective w - 3 space, over Z, p 
the field of three elements. Let Y be a surface, specified by transpositions 
S, ... SW , on three symbols I, 2, 3 ( one for each sheet). By conjugation, 
we may assume Sr = (12). Consider the assignment: 
?j: (12) + 0, (13) ---f 1, (23) -+ 2. 
Let f*((l2) S, ... SW) = (q(S&..., ~(S,+,)). Define the map p from the 
surfaces to the projective points via:f(r) = f*((12) S, ... S,). As an example, 
if (12) (13) (12) (23) (13) (13) represents Y, f(r) = (I, 0, 2, 1). 
The map f is well-defined because the only other representation of a 
surface beginning (12) *‘* is gotten by interchanging the symbols I and 2, 
which by 7 is equivalent to multiplication by 2 module 3, as one sees easily. 
f is clearly onto because (i) SW is uniquely determined by the fact that 
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Sl *.. S, = 1 and (ii) (12) (12) ... (12) corresponds to (0, O,..., 0) and this 
does not correspond to a Riemann surface on one side nor to a point in 
projective space on the other side. Since the number of projective points 
in w - 3 space is also &(3”-2 - l), f is l-l and therefore a bijection. 
For the remainder of the section general properties of the braid group 
and symplectic geometry will be discussed, much of which will be used 
later. 
As stated in the first section, oi , 1 < i < w - 1, generate Artin’s braid 
group B,(Es). If we put 0 = ~i(~a ... cw-r, then olc = &-lul+IC--l), 
k = 2, 3,..., w - 1, so that the generators are all conjugate. In addition, 0 
and or alone generate B,(E). According to Artin [2], in terms of u and or , 
we may present B,(P) as: 
( u, U, ; u1 f &3--j, 2 < j < w/2, ulw = (uu~)~-~> (5) 
The center of B,(P) is cyclic, generated by ow. As a free automorphism, 
ow: xi -+ (x1x2 ... x,)-l X&XIX2 -** xw), i = 1, 2 ,..., w. 
Closely related to Artin’s braid group is the mapping class group n/ir(Z!‘,,,) of 
the 2-sphere with w punctures. According to Magnus [13] and [15], one can 
obtain this group as a quotient group of B,(E2) by adding the two relations: 
uw = 1, up’2 ... GUI-Pw-lU'w-2 .I. Ul = 1. (6) 
Since our permutations S, ,..., S, are such that their product = 1, ow = 1 
holds for our finite permutation groups, so that our groups are quotients of 
M(T,,,,) as well as A, and B,(E). 
The group PSp(2n, q), n a positive integer, 4 a prime power, is called the 
projective symplectic group of dimension 2n over the field of 4 elements, 
denoted byF. It is simple in the cases 4 >, 4; 4 = 3, n # 1; Q = 2, n # 1,2. 
The group can be defined in many equivalent ways; one definition is that 
it is the group of isometries of an inner product space of dimension 2n over F, 
defined by a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form, where we identify 
a matrix with its negative. Another definition is as follows: we consider the 
group of symplectic collineations of a projective space of dimension 2n - 1 
over F; i.e., collineations which commute with a null polarity. The subgroup 
generated by the symplectic elations, that is, collineations which fix pointwise 
a particular hyperplane H and setwise all hyperplanes through a fixed point 
on H, is PSp(272,q). When n = 2 and q = 3 we obtain PSp(4, 3), a simple 
group of order 25920, which is isomorphic to the group of 27 lines on a 
cubic surface as well as to O,(3), th e orthogonal group of dimension 5 over 
the field of 3 elements. 
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3. THE FIRST Two CASES OF THE TRHEOREM 
The first case of the theorem is the surfaces of 3 sheets, 4 branch points. 
By Wurwitz’s formula (see Section 2), the number of inequivalent ones is 
=$(32 - 1) = 4. They are the following: 
1 (12) (13) (13) (12) 3. (12) (13) (23) (13), 
2. (12) (12) (13) (13), 4. (12) (13)(12) (23). 
According to Hurwitz, B&(P) ( or e q uivalently, the monodromy group A& 
acts transitively on these surfaces. According to Eq. (4) Section 2, 
cl -r (134); u2 + (243); u3 --j (134) u = u1u2a3 ---;r (12) (34). 
For instance, ~~~((12) (13) (13) (12)) = (23) (12) (13) (12) (since (23) = 
(12) (13) (12)), which is equivalent to the third of the four surfaces. It is easy 
to see that o and a, , which generate our permutation group> generate in this 
case the alternating group on 4 letters, which is isomorphic to PSp(2, 3). 
In fact, X = (or or ; 9 = aI = (aQ = 1) is a well-known presentation 
for the alternating group on 4 letters under the mapping: 
u---f (12) (34), q + (134). 
This is analogous to Artin’s two-generator presentation for B,(E2) (see (5)): 
Y = (0, q ; CT4 = (q)2, u1 * a”qr2). 
From the two presentations, of course, X is a quotient group of Y. 
The second case of the theorem is the Hurwitz action on the 3-sheeted 
surfaces with 6 branch points. According to Hurwitz’s formula (see Section 2), 
there are $(34 - 1) = 40 such surfaces, so that the result is a transitive 
permutation group of degree 40. Using the projective point representation 
of each surface, order them lexicographically (Each surface wih have two 
representations, so we take the smaller of the two as the one to use; thus 
(12) (13) (12) (23) (13) (13) has the two representations (I,@ 2, 1) and 
(2,0, 1, 2); we take the former). Using the definition of the Htrwitz action 
(see (4)), we obtain: 
CT: (39 25 13)(33)(17)(3437 18 1629 11)(1527 5) 
(35 324026412)(38 3061921 32)(2036 142827) 
(8 23 9 27 1 3) (10 31), 
uI : (39 16 26)(34 17 30)(35 21 25)(40 14 27)(37 20 24) 
(33 19 29)(38 15 28)(32 18 31)(32 23 36) Rest fixed. 
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The two permutations generate a group which we want to show is iso- 
morphic to PSp(4, 3). As one can verify, the group G is primitive. We claim 
G has rank 3; i.e., the stabilizer of any surface, e.g., (0, 1, 1, 1) (which is 9) 
has 3 orbits. If this subgroup is denoted by G, , it is clear that a, , as, a, and 
uS belong to Gs . By a simple inspection these permutations connect 12, 7, 8, 
13, 10,6, 11, 5, 1-4, and 9 and the other symbols to one another, respectively, 
so that the rank of G is at most 3. To show the equality, and simultaneously 
investigate G, , we may compute generators of G, by the Reidemeister- 
Schreier process. Using a particular coset representative system for G 
mod Ga , we obtain a few dozen generators for G, , many of which can be 
eliminated using the braid relations and (6) for w = 6. The result is that 
G, is generated by the following words in the oi : 
As permutations, the last three are: 
a3 : (34 31 19) (35 20 23) (37 32 25) (33 30 18) (32 29 17) 
(21 24 36) (12 3 7) (13 4 6) (11 2 5) Rest fixed. 
2nd: (39 29 24 21 34 40) (34 17 30) (35 32 27 26 19 20) 
(37 25 31 14 16 33) (3X 32 28 36 15 23) (12 5 10) 
(7 11) (8 2 13 1 6 3) (4), 
3rd: (39 34 24 36 18 38) (35 14 2127 25 40) (33 29 19) 
(37 32 31 15 16 17) (32 28 26 30 20 23) (12 1 3 6 8 5) 
(13 2 10) Rest fixed. 
It follows that Gg has indeed three orbits, and by direct multiplication, e.g., 
that a, belongs to the center of G, , since it commutes with each of Gs’s 
generators. Let 0 be the orbit 12,7, 8,..., 2,3,4 and denote by Gs jB the 
group Gs restricted to this orbit. We claim that as a permutation group on 0, 
Gs lB is imprimitive, the twelve numbers breaking up into the following four 
blocks of length three each: 
(a) 2,6, 12, (4 3, 5, 13, 
(b) 4,7, 11, (d) 1, 8, 10. 
This is true since each of the generators of G, either fix a given block or take 
it into another block. In order to show that our group G is isomorphic to 
PSp(4,3), the projective symplectic group of dimension 4 over the field of 
three elements, we will use the following four theorems: 
THEOREM 1. (Manning [17]). Let .Q be a set of numbers (jkite), and let G 
be a primitive permutation group on 9 but not A” (the alternating group) C G. 
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Then the index / SO : G j of G in the symmetric group is divisible by 
here 7q denotes the product of all primes from the following ~nte~va~s~ 
q = 1: 2<p<12-2, 
q = 2, 3, 4: q+l <P<(dq)-L 
q = 5: 5 < p < (n - 6)/5, 
q = 6: 5 <p < (?z - lO)js;, 
q = 7: 2g - 2 <p < (a - 4q i 4)/q. 
Vacuous products are set equal to 1. 
akEOREM 2. (Jordan 171). Let a! belong to .Q, a j&e set of numbers, a& 
suppose G acts as a transitive primitive permutation group on s2.17fp is a prime 
which divides the order of GE (the stabilizer of ol), thepz p also divides the order of 
6;, ir, 1” aazy orbit of G different from (a> itself. 
THEOREM 3. ([I 11, p. 182). Suppose G is a primitive permutation gu~up 
on the set Q (not necessarily jkite). Suppose the following are true: 
(a) G = G’, the commutator subgroup of 6. 
(5) Ga 9 a in .Q, contaim a solvable normal subgroup N such that the 
group generated by the conjugates of N irz G is G itself. 
Then G is simple. 
THEOREM 4. (Brauer, [4]). The only simple grow+ of order 2” . 3~ . 5 
are A, ) A,, cmd PSp(4,3). 
We will now put these theorems together. Our group G is primitive and 
of rank 3 on (I-40). Hence the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are fulfilled; by 
setting n = 40 we find that / G / is divisible by at most the primes 2, 3, 5, 
7, 13, 19; we claim that we may eliminate the primes 7, 13, and 19. Since 
has index 40 in G, we will show that Ga is divisible only by the primes 2 and 3 
(note that 40 = 23 . 5). It will follow that [ G / is of the form 2” _ 3~ * 5. 
we are limited to 2, 3, 5,7, 13, and 19. 
the same primes in their orders. Since 6, jD is a transitive 
of degree 12, we can eliminate 13 and 19. Now suppose 
5 (or 7) were to divide j G, /@ /. Then there would exist a permutation r in 
G9 IO containing a S-cycle (or 7-cycle) which would keep each of the 4 blocks 
a, b, c, d of 0 fixed. This is because of the imprimitivity of the group G9 jB 
and the fact that the action of the group on the four blocks is A, , the alter- 
nating group on 4 ietters (for example, a, + (acb) while the third of the 
generators of G, ---f (acd)), and / A4 j = 12 = 2” . 3. But this is impossible 
4w32/3-5 
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because any 5-cycle (or 7-cycle) would “mix” elements of two or more blocks 
together. Hence only the primes 2 and 3 divide 1 G, /a [ and therefore j G, j 
(also, therefore, G, is solvable by Burnside’s theorem, its order being divisible 
by at most two primes). 
We now observe that our group G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3. 
First G = G’; for if we “abelianize” the relations oi3 = 1, 1 < i < 5, 
u102uau,a50,aao,01 = 1, ojai+l~‘j = uj+rojoj+r , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, we obtain the 
group of 1 element. Second, as a solvable normal subgroup N of G, , we can 
choose Gs itself, or (1, or , ul”}. The latter is a suitable choice because or lies 
in the center of Gg and its conjugates in G include the other ui , which 
together generate G. Hence by Theorem 3, G is simple. Since its order is of 
the form 2” . 3~ . 5, by Theorem 4 G is isomorphic to one of the following 
three groups: A, , A, , or PSp(4, 3). But the first two are impossible, because 
for instance, 1 G 1 3 40 . 3 . 12 = 1440, since the restriction map: 
Gs -+ G, /,, has a kernel containing { 1, or , ur”} and Gs 1s is a transitive group 
on 12 symbols. Therefore our group G is isomorphic to PSp(4, 3). 
Remark. It is interesting that PSp(4, 3) was the first example found of a 
finite simple group having no faithful representation as a doubly transitive 
permutation group. (For a proof, see for example [II], (pp. 229-232.) Also, 
it was known by Coxeter (see [5]) that PSp(4, 3) is a proper quotient group 
of B,(E2), obtained by adding the single relation ur3 = 1. His presentation 
for PSp(4, 3) as such a quotient is 
(A, B; A5 = B3 = (ABy = 1, B + A-x42) 
by the map 
From this we obtain another proof that G is isomorphic to PSp(4, 3). 
Consider the map: 
7: A - (JlU, B ---f u22. 
Since (u~u)~ = m6 = 1 and ui 3 = 1, two of the four relations hold. The 
relation ((J~uu~~)~ = 1 can be checked by a direct calculation. We also have 
to verify that a22 commutes with u-1u~1u-b;1u22u,u~lu. Consider the 
conjugate of 02” by the other word: 
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Hence the relations are respected so that 7 is a homomorphism. Moreover 
olo and gp2 generate our permutation group 6. This is so because ~~~~~~ = 
4=g Then 
z: and is’. B 
CT CFO .+@ 1 2 = CT~O~CT~ --I = o3 and continuing we can obtain 
u ala = ~~~a~a,o~u, and therefore we can obtain cl2 and hence t 
(cJ12)2 = CT14 = CT1 . Hence we have generated ali the CJ~ and therefore all of G. 
Since the presentation involving A and B is simple and isomorphic to 
PSp(4, 3), 7 is I-1 and therefore an isomorphism of PSp(4, 3) onto OCI 
group 6;. 
4. PROOF 0F THE GENERAL THEOREM 
In this section the proof of the general theorem on the Hurwitz action will 
be sketched. As already pointed out in Section 2, the 3-sheeted branched 
surfaces may be viewed as points in projective space over the field of 3 
elements, so that a natural approach to proving the theorem would be to 
show that the oi , which generate G, are symplectic collineations of the space. 
Instead, we will use the following idea: any finite permutation group of 
rank 3 can be viewed as a group of collineations on a finite incidence structure 
which, in many cases, is in fact a projective space. 
e the Riemann surface one of whose representatives is (12) (12) (13) 
(13) (13) ..* (13). According to Section 2, the Nurwitz action on the 3-sheeted 
surfaces of w branch points is transitive, and we consider G, , the stabilizer 
of the surface t. We claim that Gt has 3 orbits: (t), d(t) = (Stirfaces # i 
aving a representative beginning 12 12 ...>, and X’(t) = (Surfaces not fixed 
y ol}* Observe that o(t) are merely those surfaces + t which are fixed by cI ) 
and that according to the claim, G has rank 3 as a permutation group. 
Moreover, according to our projective point representation of surfaces, 
j B(t)] is the number of projective points in (ZO - 3)-space beginning with 0, 
not counting 2, which equals $(31”e3 - 1) - 1 = 3(3+” - 1)/2, 
traction, the largest proposed orbit has length 3UJ-3. 
We will first show that the surfaces in each of the three sets “~ormect.~’ 
DEFINITION. Let M, be the subgroup of G9 generated by g1 , o3 , o4 ~ 
CT5 ... 0,-I . Two surfaces will be called MU-equivalent if there exists 2 
permutation T in l&, taking the first into the second. 
Let Ye be the surface with w branch points, one of whose representatives 
is (12) (13) (13) (12) (12) I.. (12). 
hMMA 1. yO is MW-equivaled to arty surface i7z r(t), w 3 6. 
P~oojf. We will proceed by induction on the number of branch points wr 
the result being already known for w = 6 from Section 3. ence, since w is 
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even, we may suppose that w > 8. If we therefore begin with a surfaces in 
P(t), we may assume that one of its representatives is of the form 
(12) (13) t, t4 ..* t, , such that among t, , t, ,..., t, at least two agree. Using 
the braid operations &, i > 3, (all in MJ “move” the two equal trans- 
positions over so that they’re at the end of the sequence. We obtain a possibly 
new Riemann surface p one of whose representatives is of the form (12) 
(13) tit4 ... thpzu u. Conjugating, one representative of p is of the form 
t’lt; ..’ tL-2 (12) (12), where t’; # ti. Consider the Riemann surface 4 (3 
sheets, w - 2 branch points) represented by tlti ... tz--2. This makes sense, 
since tl . t’;, . . . t;--)? = 1 and second, the t{ generate the symmetric group on 3 
letters since t; # ti. Let r1 be the 3-sheeted surface of w - 2 branch points 
represented by (12) (13) (13) (12) (12) .*. (12). By induction hypothesis, 4 
and r1 are M,-,-equivalent; i.e., there exists a permutation r in n/r,-, such 
that I = r1 . (Observe that Mu-a C M, in the obvious sense, which we 
will need here.) This means that 7 applied to the transposition sequence 
... tk-, yields t;‘tz ... tEw2, a representation of r, . But so is (12) (13) 
$f) (12) (12) ..a (12). H ence there exists a permutation 7 in Zs such that 
7”(12)77 = t;, 77(13)7 = t;, T-713)7 = t;, 
77-l(12)7 = t;, T7(12)7 = t; *a* 9(12)7 = t;--2 . 
There are 6 possibilities for ‘I; we will work out two of them. 
If 7 = 1, then 
+;t; *** t&(12) (12)) = (12) (13) (13) (12) (12) ... (12), 
since the last two transpositions are not affected by 7. This shows that Y,, 
and p are Mm-equivalent; since p and s are so, therefore r,, and s are M,- 
equivalent, which is what we had to prove. 
If q = (13), then 
7(t;tg **a t&,(12) (12)) = t; *a* t;-,(12) (12) 
= (23) (13) (13) (23) (23) a.- (23) (12) (12). 
Denote the last surface by j. Then j is M,-equivalent to r0 as follows: 
(23)(13)(13)(23)(23) ..+(23)(12)(12) FZ (23)(13)(13)(12)(12)(23)(23) ..-(23) 
(w denotes Mm-equivalence) which is gotten by “moving” each of the (23)‘s 
in places 4, 5,..., w - 2 individually past each of the two (12)‘s; this, in turn, 
is equivalent to: 
(23) (13) (12) (23) (12) (23) (23) a.. (23) w (23) (13) (12) (13) (23) (23) ... (23) 
w (23) (13) (13) (23) (23) **a (23), 
which is a transposition representation of Y,, . Hence p m j m Y,, , etc. 
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The other four cases for 71 are similar. 
Let sa be the surface (3 sheets, w branch points) one of whose represen- 
tatives is (12) (12) (12) (12) (13) (13) ... (13). 
LEMMA 2. s, is iMU-equivalent to every surface in B(t), w .> 4. 
Proof. We will proceed by induction on w, the result being already kraown 
for w = 6 from the third section. Since w is even, we may therefore 
assume w > 8. Begin with a surface s one of whose representatives is 
(12) (12) t, t4 ... t, . Among t, , t4 ,..., t, at least two agree. Using c$r, z‘ 3 3, 
move the two equal ones over so that we obtain a possibly new surface p one 
of whose representatives is of the form tI’t2’ ... th-a (13) (13), where tI’ = t,‘. 
et q be the surface with w - 2 branch points represented by t,‘t,’ ... 6:-a . 
This makes sense because first, their product is 1 and second, if they didn’t 
generate Za ) we’d have essentially (42) (12) (12) ‘.’ (13) (13). This is M,- 
equivalent to: 
(32) (12) (23) (12) (12) ... (12) (23) m (12) (12) (23) (23) (13) (13) ... (13) 
M (12) (12) (23) (12) (23) (13) (13) .‘. (13) 
m (12) (12) (12) (33) (23) (13) (13) ... (13) 
M (12) (12) (12) (12) (13) (13) ... (13), 
so that even in this case, s and sO are MW-equivalent (since s and p are and sa 
and p also). Hence we may suppose that q is a Riemann surface. Let sr be the 
surface with 3 sheets, w - 2 branch points represented by (12) (12) (12) (12) 
(13) (13) (13) *.. (13). By induction assumption, q and s1 are IVTWd,_,-equivalent; 
that is, there exists a r in ilI+a (and therefore in M,) such that 7(q) = s, . 
herefore if we apply 7 to the sequence tlft2’ ... $,-a , we obtain t:ti .,. tzw2 1 
a representation of s, . Hence as in the first lemma there exists a permutation 
71 in Za such that: 
?p(12)7) = tl” 77(12)77 = t; 7-r(l2)7 = t; T&2)71 = t; 
9(13)?j = t; --- ?,J-r(13)77 = t,-, . 
There are 6 possibilities for 7; we will consider one as an example. Suppose 
7 = (23). Then 
r(tl’t2’ ... t;-,(13) (13)) = (13) (13) (13) (13) (12) (12) *.. (12) (13) (I3), 
since the last two transpositions are not affected by r. This in turn is 
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A&-equivalent to (13) (13) (12) (13) (13) (12) ... (12) (13) (13) (by use of the 
braid operation u~~cJ~cJ;‘, which is in lMw since by the relations it equals 
u,u~u,~u~u,) m (23) (23) (12) (13) (13) (12) ... (12) (13) (13) 
m (23) (23) (12) (13) (13) (23) (23) (12) ... (12) 
SW (23) (23) (23) (12) (13) (23) (12) *.. 
m (23) (23) (23) (23) (12) (23) (23) (12) ... (12) 
w (23) (23) (23) (23) (13) (12) (23) (12) ... 
m (23) (23) (23) (23) (13) (13) (12) (12) ... (12) 
m (23) (23) (23) (12) (23) (13) (12) .-* (12) 
m (23) (23) (23) (12) (13) (12) (12) ... (12) 
es (23) (23) (23) (23) (12) (12) ... (12), 
which is a representation of s,, . The other 5 cases for 7 are similar and the 
lemma is proven. 
We have therefore shown that the rank of the group G defined by the 
Hurwitz action is <3. To show the equality, we will construct a 2-valued 
function from D x 52, where r;2 is the set of surfaces, to 2, , the field of 3 
elements, which is invariant under the ‘si . Let r and s be 3-sheeted surfaces 
with w branch points with respective projective point representations (see 
Section 2) (ur , ua ,... ) and (b, , b, ,...), which we will call x and y. Define 
x*y and Y . s as follows: x*y = xAytr, where 
i 
0 1 -1 1 -1 ... 1 
-1 0 1 -1 1 . . . -1 
A= 1 -1 0 1 -1 *a* 1 
-1 1 -1 0 1 *.. -1 
. . . I L--2)xk+2) 
and Y . s = / x*y 1 (absolute value in 2, ; thus / +l 1 = 1, / 0 1 = 0). The 
function * is 2-valued and well-defined on the surfaces, since j x*2y j = 
1 2(x*y)l = j x*y (, since / 2n I = / n 1, n any member of 2, . We claim 
that the invariance of . under the oi is sufficient to show that rank G = 3. 
To see this, first observe that the surface t, represented by the sequence 
a = (12) (12) (13) ... (13), can be represented by the projective point 
(0, 1, 1, 1,-v 1). Let p be any surface in d(t); then any projective point 
representation of it must have first coordinate 0. Observe that x*u = 0 
(which implies that p . t = I 0 / = 0). Th e reason is as follows: by linearity 
of*itsufficestoshowthat(O,O,O ,..., O,l,O,O ,..., O)*(O,l,l,l,l,l,..., l)=O. 
But the latter is obvious because the sum of the elements in any row after the 
first, not counting the first column, is 0. Now suppose T is any permutation 
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which fixes t. Then 0 = p . t = Tp . TI- = Tp t. We observe, however, 
that (I, ) 0 ,..., O)*(O, 1, l,..., 1) = 1, so that by linearity of *, if z E r(t), 
then z .5 = / 1 $0 + 0 + 0 + ... 0 / = 1. Therefore Tp * t = 0 implies 
Tp belongs to A(t) by reductio ad absurdum, which implies that rank G = 3. 
For the invariance of . under the braid operation uW-i, we employ the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA. Let Y be a 3-sheeted Riemann surface with w branch points, w > 4, 
and let c = (0, 0, 0 ,...) 0, 1). Then (if x represents Y) 
(1) c*x = 2 ifx is of the fom (12) ... (23) (13) (dots ~~b~t~a~~). 
(2) c*x = 1 if x is of the form (12) ... (23) (12). 
(3) c*x = 2 ;fx is of the form (12) ... (32) (23). 
(4) c*x = 1 ;f~ is of the form (12) .*’ (12) (13). 
(5) If uwdl jixes r, then c*x = 0. 
Pmof~ Assuming that * has been shown invariant under ~a I a, ,..., oWWz : 
the lemma easily follows by induction on w. 0n.e applies these operations 
to x so that two consecutive transpositions between the second and (w - 2)nd 
agree. Then if T is the composition of these braid operations, c*x = 
T(c)* T(x) = c*T(x), since T fixes c. If c is the surface with w - 2 branch 
points represented by (0, 0, . . . . 0, l), and T(x) is the projective point which 
is gotten by removing the two consecutive equal entries from T(x) (unless 
T(x) = (0, o,..., O), and then we’re in the fifth case of the lemma), then 
c*T(x) = ?*T(x), which by induction equals the correct number, depending 
upon which case we’re in. 
From the lemma we obtain easiIy the invariance of . under cW-r . As an 
example suppose x is of the form (12) ..* (23) (12) (dots arbitrary) and y of 
the form (12) ... (23) (13). Th en o%,-~ applied to x changes the (23) to (13) 
and in y changes (23) to (12). In t erms of projective coordinates, 
a,-,(x)*51L;--1(y) = (x - (0, 0, 0 )...) 0, l))“(y + (0, 0, 0 ,...) 0, 1)) 
= boy - c*y + x*c = (by the lemma) boy - 2 - 1 = x*~~ 
The invariance of . under o1 follows from the observation that if Y is a 
surface not fixed by a1 , then if we represent Y by x = (I,.. .), x f ol(x) = 
(0, 2, z-7 2, viewing x and other points as ones in a vector space. For 
instance, if am # Y and +(s) # S, by the bilinearity of *, we have 
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where x and y are projective point representations of Y and s, respectively. By 
the observation, this equals -1 + 1 + z*y = x*y, because x + or(x) = 
(0, 2, 2,..., 2) and (0, 1, l,..., l)* z = -1, z in P(t). 
The invariance of . under os , us ,..., uwwz , easily follows from the nature 
of the matrix A. Hence our group G is in fact of rank three. 
We will now use results of D. Higman (See [9]) about finite permutation 
groups of rank three. The surface, one of whose representatives is 
(12) (12) (13) (13) =** (13) is denoted by t, its stabilizer by G, , the orbits of G, 
being {t>, n(t), and r(t). Following Higman [9], we let: 
X and TV are independent of the choice of a and b. Following the same paper, 
we define a block design A’ as follows: its points are the &(3”-2 - 1) Riemann 
surfaces and its blocks are symbols bi, one for each b in Q, the collection of 
surfaces. A point a and a block bi are called incident if a E b U ,4(b). Our 
group G can be faithfully represented as a group of collineations of this 
block design via: 
5 
Since the order of G is even (since 4 divides 32k - 1 for every positive 
integer K), the correspondence a t--) a’- defines a polarity 6 of A’. We see 
easily that the collineations which G induce, commute with 8. We would 
like to show that our design A’ is in fact a projective space of dimension 
w - 3, where the blocks are the hyperplanes. Since a E al- for every a, it 
would then follow that 6 is a null polarity and G would therefore be a group 
of symplectic collineations. A weaker result, which is toward the way, is the 
fact that A’ is a symmetric balanced incomplete block design with parameters 
(n, K + 1, p)(K = j A(t)], n = +(3+a - l), the number of surfaces). This 
is a block design with n points and n blocks, K + 1 points (blocks) incident 
with each block (point) and any two distinct points (blocks) incident with p 
blocks (points). According to D. Higman ([9], Lemma 8, p. 153), A’ is such 
a block design if and only if t.~ = X + 2 and n # k + 2. In our case 
k = 3(2w-4 - 1)/2 while n = $(3~-~ - l), so n # k + 2 for w even, w > 6. 
Now p = 1 o(t) n du2(t)l = 1 A(t) n u,A(t)l, which is easily proven to 
be = (all surfaces fixed by or and 02f. Hence TV = number of projective 
points of the form (0, O,...) (dots arbitrary) = $(3w-4 - 1). To compute X, 
let s be the surface represented by p = (12) (12) (13) (13) (12) ... (12). 
Then the braid operation 0201~su2 applied to t, yields s. Therefore 
h = [ A(t) n O(S)] = I A(t) n 02u1uso2(t)j, since s Ed. It is easily shown 
that A(t) n ~z~1usu2(t) = C u D - E, where C = {surfaces represented by 
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(12) (12) (12) (12) . ..}. D = ( sur aces f represented by (12) (12) (13) (13) “.>, 
and E = {t, $3. Therefore h = j C u D - E / = number of projective 
points of the form (0, 0, O,...) - 2 + number of points of the form 
(O,O, 1, l,...) = 3w-4 + i(3”-5 - 1) - 2 = &(3”-4 - 4) - 2 = p - 2. 
Therefore our design A’ is in fact a symmetric balanced incomplete block 
design. In order to show that it is in particular a projective space, we introduce 
the concept of line. Let a and b be two distinct points in our design. The line 
joining a and Z, is defined to be 0 a,bss~gL. If b E r(a), we call the corre- 
sponding line hyperbolic, whereas if b E A(a), we call the line totally singular, 
in either case the line is denoted by a + b. y a theorem of DembowsTki 
and Wagner ([16], Theorem 1, part d), using our particular values of A, p, etc., 
to show A’ is a projective space it is necessary and sufficient that every line 
contain exactly four points. This is shown by considering the two cases of 
tbe line being hyperbolic or totally singular. In each case, we use a lemma of 
D, Higman ([9], Lemma 4) which states: “If a $ b is a totally singular 
(hyperbolic) Iine, then a + b - a is a system of imprimitivity for 
G, Iota) (G, jrca)), unless a + b - a consists of the single point b.” By this 
lemma, the number of points per hyperbolic line is of the form (1 f 3t’), 
t’ 3 0. Using it again, the number of hyperbolic lines through a point, times 
(1 j 3*’ - I), equals / r(t)1 = 3w-3. II ence the number of such lines is 
3++a, If we let x = total number of hyperbolic lines, and y = total number 
of hyperbolic lines in each block, then n . 3”mt’p3 = (1 + 3t’) . X, while by 
the symmetry of the block design, z . y = x * q(3wmm4 - 1). Dividing the 
equations implies that 1 + 3t’ divides &3W-t’-3(3W-” - 1); but 1 f 3t’ is 
eoprime to any power of 3, so 1 + 3t’ divides &(31°pa - 1). It also divides 
+(3”-2 - 1) from the first equation; since the g.c.d. of $(3”e2 - 1) and 
+ 3w-4 - 1) is 4 for w even, w > 6, it follows that 1 + 3t’ divides 4. If ( 
f + 3t’ = 2, then hyperbolic lines would reduce to point pairs. Let K(t) 
e the kernel of the map F: G, - Gt ldct) . Then oi E K(Z), so K(t) isn’t 
ivial. According to Lemma 5 of Higman’s paper (see [S]>, .&-Z(t) fixes all 
lines through t. Mence if hyperbolic lines reduced to pairs of points, from 
the definitions of such lines it would follow that K(t) = I, a contradiction” 
Hence 1 + 3t’ = 4, so that each hyperbolic line contains exactly four points. 
To show the same for totally singular lines, we again appeal to Lemma 
of Higman’s paper (see [9]). If totally singular lines don’t reduce to point 
pairs, then by the lemma 6, IAct) is imprimitive, breaking up into blocks 
of length h - 1 each, where h = number of points per totally singular line. 
The possibility zi = 3 is eliminated by virtue of the fact that the only surfaces 
fixed by CT1 s u3 , CT~ , i > 5 are ones represented by: 
a = (12) (12) (12) (12) (13) (13) .~. (13), b = (12) (12) (13j (13) (12) *‘(I (12; 
c = (12) (12) (13) (13) (23) (23) *** (23), and t = (12) (12) (13) (13) I.* (13). 
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Hence if h = 3, so that h - 1 = 2, one of the first three surfaces would have 
to lie in a block containing a surface different from the other two, a contra- 
diction to the imprimitivity. Suppose h > 4. Then there would exist a 
surface s in the same block K as a and not fixed by at least one of the following: 
u3, (T5, 9 ,*..> u,-1* By considering the various cases (03(s) + s, as(s) # s, 
etc.) we show that invariably all of M, fixes K; but we have already seen that 
M, connects all surfaces in o(t). Hence K = o(t), a contradiction. Finally, 
one eliminates the possibility of totally singular lines reducing to point pairs 
by showing, for example that c is on the (totally singular) line joining t and b. 
Hence h = 4, and each totally singular line contains exactly four points, 
Hence our design A’ is a projective space over the field of three elements 
of dimension w - 3, the blocks being the hyperplanes; moreover, G is a 
group of symplectic collineations of this space. It is easily shown that ‘or is 
consequently a symplectic elation with the point corresponding to t = 
(12) (12) (13) (13) ... (13) as center; therefore by conjugation all the ui are 
elations. Thus G C PSp(w - 2, 3). C onversely, our group G has an elation 
for every projective point, as center. We can therefore invoke a theorem of 
D. Higman and J. E. McLaughlin (see [lo], Theorem 4) which states 
essentially the following: Any subgroup of symplectic collineations of a 
projective space of dimension at least two, which contains at least one elation 
for each projective point (serving as center), contains the group generated 
by all symplectic elations, which in our case is PSp(w - 2, 3). Thus 
G 2 PSp(w - 2, 3). Combining the two inclusions gives the theorem. 
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